
College of Agriculture and Natural Resources

Leila Mosleh    Environmental Science and Technology
Manashi Paul    Environmental Science and Technology
Surabhi Rani    Nutrition and Food Science
Amy Schachtner-Appel    Nutrition and Food Science

College of Arts and Humanities

Ala Creciun    History
Nabila Hijazi    English
Ashley Hufnagel    American Studies
Lauren Hunter    Communication
Aleks Knoks    Philosophy
Andrea Knowles    Comparative Literature
Samuel Miner    History
Manon Soulet    Comparative Literature
Samantha Stanley    Communication
Setsuko Yokoyama    English

College of Behavioral and Social Sciences

Xinyi Ren    Business and Management
Trey Billing    Government and Politics
Prateik Dalmia    Economics
Brittany Dernberger    Sociology
Adam Fishbein    Neuroscience and Cognitive Science
Anat Kimchi    Criminology and Criminal Justice
Zhiyong Lin    Sociology
Andrew Lugg    Government and Politics
Donal O’Leary    Geographical Sciences
Yongjoon Park    Economics
Danielle Rappaport    Geographical Sciences
Robert Rinderknecht    Sociology
Rachael Tillman    Psychology
Lingxiao Wang    Joint Program in Survey Methodology
Lauren Weiss    Neuroscience and Cognitive Science
College of Computer, Mathematical, and Natural Sciences

Ahmed Abdelrazek    Computer Science
Dallas Banks     Biological Sciences
Ernest Bell    Geology
Andrew Boughton    Biochemistry
Daniel Campbell    Physics
Betty Chu    Biochemistry
Patrick Daniels    Mathematics
Mahsa Derakhshan    Computer Science
Alireza Farhadi    Computer Science
Doowon Kim    Computer Science
Nam Kim    Chemistry
Fangli Liu    Physics
Sarah (Gussie) MacCracken    Entomology
Hadley McIntosh    Marine-Estuarine Environmental Sciences
Hannah Ogden    Chemistry
Zeeve Rogoszinski    Astronomy
Agniv Sengupta    Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences
Alexander Sohr    Biological Sciences
Madhvi Venkatraman    Biological Sciences

College of Education

Matthew Aruch    Counseling, Higher Education & Special Education
Neil Dhinra    Teaching and Learning, Policy and Leadership

A. James Clark School of Engineering

Shahriar Aghaimeibodi    Electrical and Computer Engineering
John Howard    Materials Science and Engineering
Richard Kennedy    Aerospace Engineering
Jinyang Li    Bioengineering
Yuntao Liu    Electrical and Computer Engineering
Niksa Roki    Bioengineering
Michael Whiteman    Civil and Environmental Engineering
Kunyi Zhang    Materials Science and Engineering
Ann G. Wylie Dissertation Fellowships, continued

College of Information Studies

Fiona Jardine
Gagan Jindal
Information Studies
Information Studies

School of Public Health

Naheed Ahmed
Jessica Hunter
Dana Reiss
Family Sciences
Kinesiology
Behavioral and Community Health